WAITSFIELD PLANNING COMMISSION
AGENDA

November 17th, 2020 at 7:00 p.m.
Planning Commission
Robert Cook
AnnMarie Harmon, Chair
Alice Peal, Vice Chair
Steve Shea
Brian Voigt

Planning & Zoning
Administrator
Annie Decker-Dell’Isola

Town Administrator
Trevor Lashua

Town Clerk
Jennifer Peterson

Town Treasurer
Sandy Gallup

NO PHYSICAL LOCATION IS AVAILABLE FOR THIS MEETING, AS
ENABLED BY ACT 92. THE PLANNING COMMISSION WILL BE
HOLDING A REMOTE-ONLY MEETING, USING ZOOM FOR BOTH
TELEPHONE AND VIDEO ACCESS. THOSE PARTICPATING MAY SPEAK
DURING THE DESIGNATED PERIODS.
To join the meeting, use this link:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85441530922?pwd=T0dGNVg2SHQ2dmZ3R2xCQUpxW
mhBUT09
Meeting ID: 854 4153 0922 Password: 386053
Or call: 1 929 205 6099

1. CALL TO ORDER / ROLL CALL
2. REVISIONS TO AGENDA, IF ANY (5 +/- min)
3. PUBLIC FORUM (5 +/- min)

Waitsfield Town Office
4144 Main Street
Waitsfield, VT 05673
(802) 496-2218
www.waitsfieldvt.us

4. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: (5 +/- min)
a. October 27, 2020
5. STAFF REPORT (15 +/- min)
6. OTHER BUSINESS AND BOARD/ COMMITTEE MEETINGS (5 +/min)
a. Written report included in meeting packet, this time reserved for
questions
7. NEW MEMBER INTERVIEW (20 +/- min)
a. Kevin Anderson has supplied a resume and email describing his
interest in joining the Planning Commission
8. FY2022 BUDGET UPDATE (15+/- min)
9. WETLAND MAPPING UPDATE (20+/- min)
10. TOWN PLAN READOPTION (20+/- min)
a. Review most recent draft of Enhanced Energy Plan
11. EXECUITIVE SESSION
12. ADJOURNMENT
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WAITSFIELD PLANNING COMMISSION
DRAFT - Meeting Minutes
Tuesday, October 27, 2020
Held via Zoom Meetings (Video Call)
1. CALL TO ORDER: 7:02 pm.
MEMBERS PRESENT: Bob Cook, AnnMarie Harmon, Alice Peal, Steve Shea, and Brian
Voigt
MEMBERS ABSENT: None
STAFF PRESENT: Annie Decker-Dell’Isola
OTHERS PRESENT: Phil Huffman, Kaziah Haviland-Montgomery, Mac Rood, and Bobbi
Rood
2. REVISIONS TO AGENDA, IF ANY:
Bob Cook inquired as to whether the Town Budget, specifically the “Special Planning
Projects” line item should be added to the agenda for discussion. Mr. Cook recommends that
the PC consider the list of projects proposed for the coming year, specifically Irasville Master
Planning, and determine if the amount provided will be adequate assuming that an outside
specialist may need to be hired to assist with that work. Mr. Shea explained that typically
there is about $2500 - $3000 provided to the Planning Commission for special projects. Mr.
Voigt explained that his understanding is that if the Planning Commission has a specific
request for additional funds, that should be forwarded to the Selectboard for their review. The
Planning Commission decided to continue the discussion to the November 17, 2020 meeting
when additional detail about the proposed FY2022 budget would be available.
3. PUBLIC FORUM:
Phil Huffman (Waitsfield Conservation Commission) provided an updated on the Act 171
mapping process. He explained that the mapping “working group” met on October 14th and
discussed the technical aspects of mapping and data utilization, especially related to potential
habitat connectors. The group has a follow up meeting scheduled for November 18th so there
will be no updates for the next 11/17 PC meeting. Mr. Huffman updated the Conservation
Commission on the proposed plan at their meeting on October 19th and they also support the
proposed approach to mapping. Once the working group has developed a draft map that they
feel is appropriate, that will be shared with the Planning Commission and the Conservation
Commission for additional work sessions. Ms. Peal expressed her support for the continued
collaboration of these two groups for both the Act 171 updates and additional planning
projects moving forward.
4. APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
The Commission reviewed the October 6, 2020 meeting minutes and identified a few typos.
Mr. Cook motioned to approve the minutes as amended. Ms. Peal seconded. All in favor.
5. STAFF REPORT:
Ms. Decker-Dell’Isola updated the Commission on the most recent land use updates that
resulted from the 2020 legislative session. Updates include Act 179 (Housing Bill) and Act
164 (Cannabis Tax and Regulation). Both updates should be accounted for when proceeding
with future zoning bylaw amendments. Decker-Dell’Isola also updated the Planning
Commission on the status of the Municipal Planning Grant and explained that the state is
providing a grant deadline extension for projects that have been impacted by COVID-19. The
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Commission wondered if there are enough available funds to have Arrowwood complete
additional fieldwork in the Spring based on any property owner permissions that might be
received between now and then. The expectation would still be a map deliverable in
January/February, that could be added to with any additional fieldwork. Mr. Cook also
wondered if the Planning Commission can get access to the Skatium wetland analysis that they
are conducting for their own state permit. Mr. Shea will inquire.
6. OTHER BUSINESS AND BOARD/COMMITTEE MEETINGS
See Staff Report for written updates from commissioners.
7. PLANNED HAMLET DEVELOPMENT DRAFT STANDARDS WORK SESSION
Ms. Harmon opened the work session by asking members of the Commission to summarize
what they believe the original intent of the Planned Hamlet Development standards were. Mr.
Shea explained that his understanding of the intent of the PHD standards was to allow for
smaller lots and encourage shared infrastructure and other resources. He believes that the
standards as drafted are not as successful at promoting shared infrastructure as was originally
hoped. Mr. Voigt explained that his understanding of the original intent of the standards was
to create a residential development where tiny homes specifically were allowed with the idea
that smaller homes on smaller lots would assist with the affordability issues in the valley. Mr.
Voigt explained that when the proposed standards expanded to allow for larger homes as well,
he had a difficult time supporting them any longer. Ms. Harmon explained that she believed
the increase in allowed housing size was a response to public comments received as part of the
public hearing process, including feedback received from the Housing Coalition at the time. It
was believed that allowing homes larger than 1000sqft increased the feasibility of a developer
taking on these types of projects.
Mac Rood, a member of the Housing Coalition, was initially excited about the PHD project
and was interested in the options for increased density and supports discouraging sprawl.
When comparing the PRD and PHD standards he has found that the PHD standards drafted are
difficult to apply and require more steps and process than the potential density bonus may be
worth. He explained that it seems to him that the conversation should be more about the
appropriate density for housing and less the size of the homes in question.
Mr. Voigt explained again that he originally supported the PHD project specifically becomes
the homes were intended to be “tiny homes” which would result in lower costs. He believed
that that was the primary reason why the Planning Commission was comfortable with higher
density development than previously allowed in the Ag-Res District but without that, it seems
like the town is giving up a lot without much if any gain. Based on this discussion and the
PRD vs. PHD comparison chart provided in the October 27th meeting packet, Mr. Voigt
believes that the best approach at this point would be to focus on ways to amend the existing
PRD language to better address Planning Commission goals instead of drafting a whole new
set of standards. Mr. Shea also explained that the current PRD standards are far more flexible
2
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than he originally thought and that he also supports amending the current PRD standards to
perhaps add another housing/density incentive instead of drafting another new set of standards.
Ms. Harmon explained that she does not feel the work in drafting PHD standards was in vain
and that perhaps another approach would to be consider an overlay where the town can
determine specific areas where higher density / more affordable housing is most appropriate.
Ms. Harmon suggested that some changes to the existing PRDs could include specifically
clarifying that shared infrastructure is allowed (or even encouraged). Ms. Harmon asked if
additional shared community facilities, such as laundry services, might be appropriate. Mr.
Voigt and Mr. Shea were hesitant to encourage uses other than residential in higher density
developments in the Ag-Res District.
Kaziah Haviland-Montgomery agreed that she does believe tiny home could potentially help
with home affordability but that is not necessarily guaranteed. She believes that the density
bonuses already allowed in PRDs function nicely and that perhaps efforts would be best spent
further clarifying those standards and adding other incentive options. The Planning
Commission discussed what an overlay district might look like. Mr. Voigt suggested that the
water service area may be a good place to start. Ms. Peal recommended that other areas that
would be most appropriate for higher density development include areas that easily connect to
the Village District. Open space requirements may also be alleviated in areas where infill or
high density are encouraged. In the Ag-Res District, density bonuses could also be considered
based on a greater amount of open space protected and whether protections such as easements
are placed on the open space.
Mr. Cook explained that he was greatly in favor of the changes as discussed at this meeting.
Mr. Cook supports retaining the existing PRD language and using that as a baseline for any
additional amendments as he was concerned that the PHD standards deviated too greatly from
the typical subdivision regulation and zoning bylaw language and would have unknown
impacts on the scenic quality of town if implemented.
Ms. Haviland-Montgomery and Mr. Rood also supported the changes being proposed and Mr.
Rood encouraged any language that further clarified or encouraged the ability to utilize shared
wastewater systems. Mr. Shea identified the area south of Irasville as a logical location for
additional density and development. Ms. Harmon recommended that a subcommittee meet to
work out an initial proposed overlay boundary. The group will include Ms. Harmon, Ms. Peal,
Ms. Haviland-Montgomery, and Ms. Decker-Dell’Isola.
8. WORK PLAN
The Planning Commission reviewed their work plan for the coming year. There are several
big projects in the works and the Planning Commission discussed how best to phase each
project.
3
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9. ADJOURNMENT- Mr. Voigt motioned to adjourn the meeting at 8:58 pm. Ms. Peal
seconded. All in favor.
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Waitsfield Planning and Zoning Administrators Report
November 17, 2020
5. STAFF REPORT
A. MRV Projects & Events

a. The MRVPD is trying to gauge interest among the three town Planning Commissions in a
“Modern Wood Heat” webinar this December. From MRVPD:
“CVRPC has asked MRVPD if we would be interested in co-hosting this event, which
would include a presentation from VT Forest, Parks & Recreation’s Wood Energy
Coordinator Emma Hanson (a MRV resident) and Q&A. We thought this would be
particularly timely given Waitsfield’s recent enhanced energy plan, Warren & Fayston’s
recent town plans, and Valley-wide need and support for affordable, energy-efficient
housing!” (Action Needed)
b. Friends of the Mad River would like to discuss stormwater planning as it relates to a
number of projects that the Planning Commission is currently working on. Alice Peal has
been in touch with Corrie Miller about finding a time to schedule this training session.
December 1st has been suggested. (Action Needed)
c. The MRV Tri-Town Meeting will be held on November 19, 2020, completely remotely.
Additional details will be shared as made available.
d. The Mad River Valley Planning District continues to work on the Community Indicator
Project. The MRPVD has made the project proposal available on their website, along
with a questions page and proposed project timeline
(https://mrvpd.org/mrv-community-indicators-project/).
B. Trainings/Webinars

a. The Vermont Fish & Wildlife Community Wildlife Program has announced the schedule
for their Fall education series of webinars and trainings. You can find detail about the
different sessions and how to register here.
C. Resources

a. The Agency of Commerce and Community Development has published their
neighborhood zoning guide, “Enabling Better Places: A Zoning Guide of Vermont
Neighborhoods.” This guide will be especially useful as we plan for Irasville and
Waitsfield Village, however some ideas may also be useful when considered PHD
standards

1

E. Act 171 Update
The Act 171 Mapping Subcommittee will meet again on November 24th, 2020. Once a final
product is developed it will be shared with the Conservation Commission and Planning
Commission and a work session will be held.
F. Selectboard Updates
The Selectboard discussed preliminary steps toward addressing Act 164 (Cannabis Tax &
Regulation) at their meeting on November 9th. The Selectboard would like to hold a work
session with the Planning Commission on December 14th to discuss preliminary land use
related regulations, especially those related to the “cultivation, testing, warehousing, and
distribution” component of the Act which are not opt-in.
Additionally, the Selectboard would like to review the PC’s Work Plan at this work session
which will serve as an opportunity to discuss and confirm priority projects.
Recommendation: Staff recommends that the PC hold a work session on their December 1st,
2020 meeting to begin discussing land use related to Act 164 in preparation for the
Selectboard Work Session. The PC can review their updated Work Plan at this meeting as
well.
G. Subdivision Regulation Updates
The subcommittee formed at the PHD Discussion on 10/27 held their first meeting on
November 6th to discuss a preliminary overlay boundary for increased density development.
The meeting was very productive, and the group will continue to collaborate over the coming
weeks.
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6. OTHER BUSINESS AND BOARD/COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The reports/updates received as of 11/13/20 have been included in this report:
Updates from Alice Peal:
Ridge2Rivers: discussed Storm Water projects proposed for Waitsfield at the Town Garage on
Tremblay Rd. and Bridge St. Designs complete, not funding yet. Forest Working group is
concerned about a proposed bike trail at the Hemlock Hill location (accessed from Rte. 17) in
Phen Basin.
Waitsfield DRB: review of TJ Kingsbury development on Airport Rd. Project calls for 20 homes
in a condo association. The project has the elements we have discussed:
- clustered design
- conservation of important forest blocks
- preservation of wetlands and buffers
- hopefully modestly priced homes with shared services
- Covenants
- density bonuses
- preserves the scenic view along Route 100
The solar array near the old Northern Power building is operational and under contract with
Harwood Union. TJ is committed to siting additional solar that could be used for power to the
new development.
Additional staff notes: The project being reviewed along Airport Road is a PRD that was
originally approved in 2004 and the applicant is now seeking an amendment to the original
approval. The original project included 4 multi-unit buildings (with 4 units each). The updated
project changes the originally approved 24 units to now 20 single family residences, proposed to
be condoed with ~22 acres of shared open space. The DRB held a Sketch Plan review on 11/10
and determined the project requires Major Subdivision review. A Preliminary Plan Hearing will
likely be held in December 2020 / January 2021. The Sketch Plan application can be found
here.

7. NEW MEMBER INTERVIEW
Kevin Anderson has applied for one of the current PC vacancies. A letter of interest and resume
are attached for the PC’s review.
Recommendation: The PC will ultimately make a recommendation to the Selectboard regarding
the appointment of a new member. Additional discussion can be held during Executive Session if
the Planning Commission feels it is necessary.
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8. FY2022 BUDGET UPDATE
At the 10/27/20 meeting, the Planning Commission inquired about the amount currently
proposed in the FY2022 budget for Special Planning Projects. Currently there is $3500 budgeted
in this line for next year. With fiscal unknows related to COVID potentially impacting the town
in the next fiscal year, an approach might be to focus on lower cost projects for the upcoming
year (zoning bylaw amendments and subdivision regulation amendments can typically be
handled in-house) and focus on making a more formal budget increase request for FY2023
related to a specific project. If the PC feel that Irasville Master Planning will require assistance
from an outside consultant, it would be appropriate to develop a project plan, schedule, and cost
request that could be submitted to the Selectboard for their review. This can be an ongoing
conversation.

9. WETLAND MAPPING UPDATE
On November 11, 2020 the town received permission from TD Bank to survey their property.
The Planning Commission should consider whether there may be an opportunity to utilize the
COVID related grant extension being offered by the state to complete additional field work next
year. To date, we have received an invoice from Arrowwood for $996.58 for fieldwork related
costs. Of the total $6,050.00 budgeted for the project, $2,300 has been budgeted for fieldwork.
The details related to the grant extension are included in the email attached.

10. TOWN PLAN READOPTION
As the Act 171 maps are drafted, the PC requested at their meeting on 10/27 that this meeting be
utilized as an opportunity to familiarize the group with the Energy Chapter updates to the Town
Plan. The most recent version is attached for review and discussion.
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pza@gmavt.net
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kevin Anderson <kpa518@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 7, 2020 9:30 AM
Zoning Administrator; annmarie@madriver.com
Planning Commission Vacancy
K_Anderson_Resume_11.20.pdf

AnnMarie and Annie,

I would like to become a member of the Waitsfield Planning Commission. I have been a Waitsfield resident for close to
four years and believe strongly in the value of land use planning for development and conservation. I have been looking
for a local cause to contribute to and believe membership on the Planning Commission to be a solid fit given my
professional experience and personal interests. I am eager to lend a hand.

My resume is attached. References are available upon request. If customary for prospective members, I would be
pleased to introduce myself and answer questions about my interests and qualifications from the Planning Commission
at a future meeting. I realize a Planning Commission interview is step one and that appointments are made by the
Selectboard. If the Planning Commission recommends or has no objection to my appointment, and unless you suggest
otherwise, I would send a similar letter and my resume to the Selectboard for their consideration.

Looking forward to next steps. Hope you're enjoying the sunny weather this weekend.

Thank you,

Kevin Anderson

1

311 Bertha Springs Road
Moretown, VT 05660
518.932.4357
kpa518@gmail.com

KEVIN ANDERSON
SUMMARY

EXPERIENCE

Environmental planner and conservation practitioner with 16 years of experience in land
conservation, land use planning, watershed restoration, and outdoor recreation.
REGULATORY POLICY ANALYST, VERMONT AGENCY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Montpelier, VT—April 2017 to Present
Coordinate the Agency’s participation in Act 250 (land use), Section 248 (net-metering), and
Section 248a (telecommunications) permitting. Review applications for compliance with Agency
regulations and policies. Work with technical experts to develop and communicate positions to
commissions, applicants, and Agency leadership; represent the Agency at hearings, site visits,
and meetings. Support Agency attorneys in contested cases. Draft policies and procedures to
guide Agency participation in Act 250 and Section 248/248a.
OUTDOOR RECREATION PLANNER, FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION
Washington, DC—March 2015 to March 2017
Served as a hydropower license compliance officer with a focus on outdoor recreation, land use,
land rights, and cultural resources. Analyzed applications and reports filed by licensees;
investigated allegations of non-compliance. Drafted Commission orders and correspondence.
Served as the Land Resource Branch’s geographic information systems (GIS) technician.
PROJECT COORDINATOR, TROUT UNLIMITED
Arlington, VA—January 2011 to February 2015
Implemented land protection and stream restoration projects with land trusts, agencies, Trout
Unlimited chapters, and watershed groups in the mid-Atlantic. Staffed advocacy efforts to protect
and restore coldwater fisheries. Over 3,000 acres protected through technical and financial
assistance delivered to land trusts and state agencies. 15 stream restoration, fish habitat
enhancement, and reforestation projects initiated or completed in collaboration with
landowners, contractors, funders, and volunteers. Drafted comments on proposed legislation,
plans, and policies. Coordinated TU member visits with legislators.
ASSOCIATE PLANNER, BRANDYWINE CONSERVANCY
Chadds Ford, PA—October 2004 to May 2010
Worked as a land protection specialist and land use planner for an accredited land trust.
•

Managed or played key roles in completion of ~50 conservation and trail easements.
Prepared proposals, wrote baseline documentation reports, completed title research, and
drafted easements. Negotiated with landowners and attorneys, contracted surveyors and
appraisers, and represented the Conservancy at real estate closings.

•

Helped draft comprehensive and open space plans and zoning and subdivision ordinances.
Prepared sketch plans for conservation subdivisions.

•

Served as a regular land conservation consultant and planner to 5 municipalities. Reviewed
subdivision and land development plans with a focus on land and water resource impacts.
Identified lands for acquisition for park and trail development.

•

Secured over $4M in county and state funding for conservation and recreation projects.

INTERN, QUEBEC-LABRADOR FOUNDATION
Grand Lake Stream, ME—2004
SUMMIT STEWARD, ADIRONDACK MOUNTAIN CLUB
Lake Placid, NY—2002
INTERN, CHITTENDEN COUNTY REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
Essex Junction, VT—2001

EDUCATION

MASTER OF REGIONAL PLANNING, 2004—CORNELL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, NY
Concentration in land use and environmental planning. GPA: 3.9. Sea Grant Scholar. Teaching
Assistant for Introduction to GIS.
BACHELOR OF ARTS, 2002—SAINT MICHAEL’S COLLEGE, COLCHESTER, VT
Double major in economics and sociology. Minor in environmental science. GPA: 3.88. Magna
Cum Laude. Departmental Honors in Economics.
POSTGRADUATE TRAINING, 2011-PRESENT

SKILLS & ACTIVITIES

•

Field Biology and Ecology, Virginia Tech, 2011

•

Conservation Project Design and Planning, Virginia Tech, 2012

•

Applied Fluvial Geomorphology (Rosgen I), Wildland Hydrology, 2013

•

Conservation Finance Camp, Yale Center for Business and the Environment, 2013

•

Stream Habitat Measurement Techniques, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2014

•

Fundamental of Wilderness Stewardship Certificate, Eppley Institute, 2015

•

Applying the NEPA Process / NEPA Cumulative Effects, Shipley Group, 2016

•

Section 106: An Introduction, National Preservation Institute, 2016

•

Community Planning for Disaster Recovery, NDPTC-FEMA, 2019

•

Enforcement 101, Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, 2019

Proficient GIS (ArcGIS) and Microsoft Office user
Member of Vermont Planning Association and Society of Outdoor Recreation Professionals
American Institute of Certified Planners (#021209), 2007-2014
Delaware Clean Water Advisory Council, 2009-2010
Conservationist of the Year, Virginia Council of Trout Unlimited, 2013
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Lavoie, Jennifer
Lavoie, Jennifer
Hemmerick, Jacob
2020 Municipal Planning Grants - Opportunity to Request Grant Extensions Due to COVID
Monday, October 26, 2020 11:31:19 AM

Good morning Grantees,
The 2020 Municipal Planning Grant (MPG) projects are due for completion with all funds
spent by May 31, 2021. The final report and supporting documentation are due on June
30. Normally, no grant extensions are allowed.
Due to the extraordinary circumstances posed by the COVID 19 pandemic, the
Department invites any municipality with a 2020 MPG that does not believe they can
complete its work plan by the May 31 deadline because of COVID 19, to notify Grant
Specialist, Jenni Lavoie by Monday, November 30, 2020. The department will consider an
extension of the grant based on the facts provided.
If requesting a grant extension, please explain the reasons you cannot complete the grant
project within the deadline. If the reason for the extension is related to COVID 19, the
department will extend the grant. Your grant will have an additional four months to
complete the project. The new grant deadline will be September 30, 2021, with the final
report and closeout documentation due by October 31, 2021, with no further extensions.
Any 2020 grantees that do not request an extension by November 30, 2020 are expected
to complete their grant by May 31, 2021.
Note that as an alternative to requesting an extension, grantees may request approval
from the Department to change the work plan before May 31, 2021. See amendment
instructions on page 3 of the Grant Administration Guide.
If you have any questions about the request for an extension, amendments, or about
other MPG administration matters, please let me know!
Kind Regards,
Jenni Lavoie
Jenni Lavoie | Grant Specialist
Department of Housing and Community Development
Agency of Commerce & Community Development
1 National Life Dr, Davis Bldg, 6th Floor | Montpelier, Vermont 05620-0501
802-828-1948 office {notsecure}
jennifer.lavoie@vermont.gov

DRAFT ENERGY ELEMENT UPDATE 2019
Waitsfield Town Plan 2017

PREPARED BY
Central Vermont Regional Planning Commission
29 Main Street, Suite #4
Montpelier, Vermont 05602
802.229.0389
PC July 7, 2020 DRAFT
All proposed additions are underlined. All proposed deletions are
crossed out.
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9. Energy
9.A Overview
Historically most of Waitsfield’s energy needs were met locally—forests were felled for fuel, the Mad
River was dammed for hydropower, and the annual harvest relied on the physical labors of man and
beast. Twentieth century modernization, in the form of the electric light bulb and the internal
combustion engine, transformed local energy consumption. Rural electrification connected the Town to
an expanding power grid, and an ever-growing reliance on fossil fuels for home heating and cooling,
electricity, and transportation linked the Town to the global energy market.
International events, disruptions in oil supplies, and the rising costs of gasoline and heating oil are harsh
reminders that such heavy reliance on these finite energy sources is not sustainable. Local businesses
and residents of limited means are especially vulnerable to market conditions and fuel shortages. The
cost of energy derived from fossil fuels has and will continue to increase as we move toward and pass
peak production of oil and gas reserves. In addition, foreign fuel sources are unstable, and subject to
huge price swings and supply shortages beyond our control.
Recognition of the threat of climate change has increased in the last ten years. Current patterns of
energy consumption are widely understood to produce emissions that contribute to global warming. As
a result, there is heightened interest nationally and statewide in the development of solar, wind and
other low-emission, renewable energy resources and more fuel efficient and alternative fuel vehicles.
Motor vehicles are the state’s largest source of toxic and carcinogenic air pollutants. Based on annual
per capita vehicle miles traveled, the average vehicle emits around a half ton of pollution each year.
Vehicle emissions, even at low levels, pose a threat to local health, contribute to acid rain, and can cause
widespread damage to crops and forests. Over the past decade, an increasing number of electric and
flexible fuel vehicles have come on the market as viable alternatives to the traditional combustion
engine.
Reliable, affordable, and sustainable sources of energy are vital to Waitsfield’s economy, social
wellbeing, and future development. At presentHistorically, factors influencing energy cost and
availability are were largely beyond the control of the local community. The Town’s energy future is
inextricably linked with energy policies and economic forces at the state, federal, and international
levels. Waitsfield, however, can influence the community’s energy outlook by taking steps to:
-

-

Promote energy conservation and increased energy efficiency, e.g., through building energy
audits, weatherization and equipment replacement;
Encourage or require lot layouts and building siting, design and construction techniques that
maximize access to onsite renewable energy resources and incorporate emerging
technologiesbuildings that meet or exceed state energy code requirements;
Diversify our local renewable energy portfolio beyond wood, to include appropriately sited solar
and assess community wind and, hydro, and wind power developmentpotential; and
Provide safe and convenient alternatives to automobile travel for local tripsEncourage adoption
of electric vehicles, accessible public charging stations and public transit.

Further, an enhanced energy plan that presents an analysis and targets, pathways, and preferred sites
for renewable energy development can help guide the transition to a renewable energy future.
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Municipalities that choose to take a proactive approach in planning for this energy transition are eligible
to receive an affirmative determination of energy compliance from the Public Utility Commission (if no
regional plan has been approved), or their Regional Planning Commission. The Central Vermont Regional
Planning Commission received an affirmative determination of energy compliance for their regional
enhanced energy plan in August of 2018, and it is the intent of the Town for this chapter to conform
with that plan. By receiving this determination locally, Waitsfield will receive “substantial deference”
rather than the baseline “due consideration” before the Public Utility Commission during Section 248
energy generation siting cases. Waitsfield is eager to establish community standards so that it may
achieve the State energy goals while establishing protections of important scenic qualities of the Town
that residents seek to protect.
The Town of Waitsfield has chosen to pursue meeting the State’s goals set out in the 2016
Comprehensive Energy Plan as a means to address these issues withwith the impact of fossil fuel
production and consumption. Through solar energy alone, Waitsfield could meet the goals, but not
without rigorous planning and effort on the part of the entire Town.
It is important to note that the data provided in this plan was compiled by the Central Vermont Regional
Planning Commission. This data comes from sources such as the American Community Survey (ACS), the
Department of Labor (DOL), Department of Public Service (PSD), Efficiency Vermont (EVT), Energy
Information Administration (EIA), and the Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans). Targets were
then developed using this data and the State’s comprehensive energy plan goals using the Long-range
Energy Alternatives Planning (LEAP) approach. The accuracy of this data varies and should only be
utilized as a starting point for planning pathways and target for Waitsfield.

9.B Energy Supply and Demand
Overall energy demand continues to increase despite rising energy costs, and increased energy
efficiencies resulting from technological improvements. This is largely due to the amount of driving we
do (transportation fuel consumption) and an increase in the electronic appliances, equipment and
gadgets we use (electricity use).
Statewide energy consumption is tracked by the Vermont Department of Public Service (PSD) and
Efficiency Vermont. The department updated the state’s comprehensive energy plan, “The Vermont
Comprehensive Energy Plan”, which was adopted on December 15, 2011, and updated in 2016. Local
energy consumption is tracked annually to a limited extent by the Mad River Valley Planning District. It
set the following goals for the State regarding renewable energy and greenhouse gas emission
reductions:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce total energy consumption per capita by 15% by 2025, and by more than one-third by
2050,
Meet 25% of the remaining energy need from renewable sources by 2025, 40% by 2035, and
90% by 2050,
By 2025, have 10% renewable transportation, 30% renewable buildings, and 67% renewable
electric power,
40% reduction in greenhouse gases below 1990 levels by 2030,
80% to 90% reduction in greenhouse gases below 1990 levels by 2050.
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The PSD explains that market-based policies, information and access policies, strategic investment and
improvements in codes and standards will be key to achieving these ambitious goals. In order to gain
substantial deference in the section 248 proceedings regarding siting of energy generation facilities,
Waitsfield intends to incorporate these goals into the planning process and take steps to achieve them.
Electricity. Green Mountain Power Corporation (GMP), a subsidiary of the Québec energy company Gaz
Métro, is the second largest electric utility in the state and the primary supplier of electricity to the
Town. In 2019, GMP’s ownership changed from public company Valener to 100% ownership by
Canadian Investment Holding company Noverco. One of Noverco’s primary owners is Enbridge, a
multinational pipeline company who now owns 38.89% of GMP because of this deal. GMP serves all of
Waitsfield except for a small area along North Fayston Road, Center Fayston Road, and Airport Road,
which is supplied by Washington Electric Coop.
GMP acquires energy from a variety of traditional and renewable sources, including HydroQuebec and
the Vermont Yankee nuclear facility (60.6%) and Nuclear Power purchased from ISO-New England
(27.9%). Vermont finalized negotiations with HydroQuebec in 2010 for a power purchase agreement
that will provide nearly one-third of the state’s energy needs through 2038. . This agreement will ensure
a future supply of relatively low-emission electricity to the state, at prices that are competitive with
those in neighboring states. As this plan is being written, the future of Vermont Yankee is less
certain. Initially scheduled to close in 2012, Vermont Yankee recently received a federal license renewal
to extend its operations through 2032. Entergy Corporation, the plant’s current owner, is challenging the
state’s legal authority to require plant closure in 2012.
GMP is actively pursuing alternative sources of electricity to offset anticipated lost power generation
from the eventual closure of Vermont Yankee, and to strengthen its renewable energy portfolio, as
outlined in its 2007 Integrated Resource Plan (IRP).GMP has since signed an agreement to purchase
power from the Seabrook nuclear plant in New Hampshire and is actively developing other sources,
including in-state renewables. GMP recently made an offer to purchase Central Vermont Public Service
(CVPS), the state’s largest utility, subject to Vermont Public Utility Commission (PUC) approval.
While GMP bought nuclear power from Vermont Yankeepurchased electricity generated by Vermont
Yankee’s nuclear power plant for many years, Entergy announced in 2013 that the plant would be
closing in 2014. In 2019, the plant was sold to Northstar, a New York-based cleanup company that will
be decommissioning the plant through an accelerated process. GMP has sought out offsets for this loss,
mainly focusing on purchasing nuclear power from Seabrook, NH through ISO-NE, as well as developing
in-state renewables. In 2019, GMP announced a goal to be 100% carbon-free by 2025, and 100%
renewable by 2030.
The primary transmission line serving the Mad River Valley is a 34.5 kV line that enters Waitsfield from
Northfield, in the vicinity of the Northfield Gap Road. Power is distributed locally through a substation in
Irasville (#39) that serves nearly three thousand meters. The local system was last upgraded in the 1980s
and has some remaining reserve capacity. The Green Mountain Power 2018 Integrated Resource Plan
proposes on upgrade to the Irasville Substation in 2021.—no major transmission or distribution system
improvements are planned over the next five years.
GMP does plan tohas replaced existing electric meters with digital wireless “smart meters” through its
smart grid program, GMPConnects. When GMPConnects is up and running it will uses fiber optic cable
5
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and digital technology to relay information back and forth between individual customers, Green
Mountain Power, and electric grid components – including information about equipment performance,
electric demand and use. GMP has alsocontinues to expand installed three public charging stations for
electric vehicles in Vermont (the closest in Montpelier) under a pilot program, “GMPEV”, to promote
statewide electric vehicle (EV) infrastructure.
Information is available to communities on station siting and permitting considerations and suggested
performance criteria. A local initiative, entitled MRVEV, is exploring the possibility of creating an allelectric vehicle car share in the Mad River Valley.
Total electricity demand in Waitsfield varied between 16,000 and 16,500 megawatt hours (MWh)
annually from 2004 and 2008 was estimated at 14,967 MWh in 2018. Waitsfield accounts for 25% of the
Mad River Valley’s electricity consumption, and 18% of the county total. Local demand is evenly divided
between residential and commercial uses. Average household consumption in 2008 was 7,003 kWh—
down 3% from 2004, in part due to reported efficiency savings. The Town’s peak electric load occurs
during the winter months, indicating that a number and many of buildings still rely, at least partially, on
electricity for heating (2009 Mad River Valley Energy Study, Vermont Renewable Energy Atlas).
Electricity remains the most expensive costly form of space heating, with propane now running a close
second (VT Fuel Price Report, May November 20161). However, with technological improvements in the
usage of New cold-climate heat pumps, offer a electricity may be viable alternative as an efficient and
cost-effective home-heating method beyond inefficient electric resistance, propane and oil-based
heating systems. See Table 9-11 for Waitsfield’s targets for thermal fuel-switching.
Table 9-1 provides an overview of residential and commercial electricity use in Waitsfield in 20181.
Table 9-1
2018 Current Electricity Use
Use Sector
Residential (Efficiency Vermont) (kWh)
Commercial and Industrial (kWh)
Total (kWh)

Current Electricity Use
7,196,462
7,771,363
14,967,825

Fuel. In 2008 tThe Mad River Valley Planning District recently compared 2008 electricity and
transportation energy consumption for each town by calculating the equivalent in MWh of fuel
consumed. Waitsfield’s transportation fuel consumption equaled 35,040 MWh—more than twice its
electrical consumption (2010 MRVPD Annual Report). This underscores the fact that our collective
reliance on motor vehicles, and our individual driving habits, are in large part responsible for much of
our energy consumption and associated environmental impacts.
Vermont has no petroleum infrastructure, and relies on external sources for transportation and most
home-heating fuel supplies. Three local Several oil and gas distributorsfuel dealers supply Waitsfield
1

This data was provided in a regularly updated report from Efficiency Vermont. This data differs from the 2016
data provided by the Central Vermont Regional Planning Commission. In reviewing Efficiency Vermont’s data from
2016-2018, there may have been an error in previously reported data for commercial usage. The Waitsfield
Planning Commission is confident that Efficiency Vermont’s 2018 data is accurate and serve as the basis for
establishing town goals .
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residences and businesses with oil, propane and kerosene. More recently certain fuel dealers and local
businesses are selling bulk and bag wood pellets for pellet boilers and stoves. Unregulated fossil. Ffuel
prices -notably propane and oil- continue to fluctuate, based on international supply and demand, but
have trended lower since increased oil and gas generation in the United States. The energy burden for
Waitsfield households is 7.9% of median household income ($78,264) according to a 2019 Energy
Burden report by Efficiency Vermont.2 However, that burden can increase significantly for lower income
households in the community.but have increased dramatically over the past year – especially for regular
unleaded gasoline (36%) and heating fuel oil (35%)—while the federal government has proposed cutting
home heating assistance for low income households (LIHEAP) by 50% in FY12.
Table 9-2 presents housing data and heating information from data collected by the American
Community Survey (ACS)3

Fuel Source
Propane and Natural Gas
Electricity
Fuel Oil
Coal
Wood
Total

Table 9-24
Current Municipal Residential Heating Use
Municipal % of
Municipal Square
Households
Footage Heated
49.2%
6.9%
23.7%
0.0%
20.0%
100%

605,100
53,700
269,000
0
260,300
1,188,100

Municipal BTU (in
Billions)
36.3
3.22
16.14
0.00
15.62
71.29

Census data also provide limited information on the types of fuel used by town residents for home
heating (Table 9-3). The data suggest a major shift during the 1990s from the use of wood as a primary
heating source to the use of gas (bottled, tank or LP). By 2000, more than 50% of occupied housing units
in town were heated with gas. Census estimates through 2009 suggest that this is still the case—half of
Waitsfield’s occupied households heat with gas, while most others (30%) use fuel oil. Only 10% of local
households now use wood as their primary heating source. The shift to gas for space heating over the
past two decades reflects a statewide trend tied to new home construction, which is incorporating
cleaner, more energy efficient fuels and heating systems. Many homes built in the 1960s and 1970s
relied on inefficient electric heat, a practice that is generally no longer allowed under state energy
standards for residential construction. These standards apply to all new homes and additions over 500
square feet.

2

https://www.efficiencyvermont.com/news-blog/whitepapers/vermont-energy-burden
This data has a relatively high margin of error, meaning that the total number of housing units may not directly
align with other figures in this plan. However, for planning purposes, Waitsfield can understand a general
distribution of heating sources and plan for a shift.
4
Source: ACS 2011-2015 5-Year Estimates, table B25040.
3
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Gas
Electricity
Fuel Oil/ Kerosene
Coal
Wood
Solar

Table 9-35
Waitsfield Home Heating Fuel 1990-2015
1990
2000
2010
144
25%
373
51%
402
50%
89
16%
86
12%
43
5%
176
31%
198
27%
251
32%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%
161
28%
77
10%
93
12%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%

2015 Estimate
380
48%
49
6%
166
21%
0
0%
184
23%
0
0%

Although it remains an important supplemental source of heat for many Waitsfield households, the use
of wood tends to fluctuate in relation to the price of oil and gas, and local availability. A 2009 survey
conducted by the Community Biomass Project, which included Waitsfield households, indicates that the
use of wood may be increasing in relation to rising gas and fuel oil prices – 72% of survey respondents
reported using cordwood during the 2008-09 winter season, averaging 4.3 cords per household. New
wood stoves and furnaces, if properly installed and maintained, provide effective and efficient home
heating. Table 2 states that in 2015, about 20% of residents heated most of their home with wood.
Outdoor wood furnaces are also gaining in popularity and, like woodstoves, are now regulated for air
quality.
The economic, social and environmental consequences of such heavy reliance on fossil fuels have
prompted state efforts to diversify Vermont’s energy portfolio to include in the mix more efficient
natural gas systems, cogeneration systems that produce electricity and heat, and greater reliance on
renewable energy sources including wood, wind and solar power.
Table 9-46
2015 Current Commercial Heating Use
Commercial
Estimated Thermal
Establishments in
Energy BTUs per
Municipality (VT DOL)
Commercial
Establishment (in
Millions) (VDPS)

Estimated Thermal
Energy BTUs by
Commercial
Establishments in
Municipality (in
Millions)
145,396

Municipal Commercial
223
652
Energy Use
Available data indicate that over the past two decades Waitsfield households have increased the
number of vehicles they own and the number of per capita miles they drive (Table 9-5). The US Bureau
of Transportation Statistics reports that the number of registered vehicles in Vermont rose by 610%
while the total miles driven of highway travel by Vermonters increased 16.60.5% from 1998 to
5

Source: US Census, Table H1 (2010 from American Community Survey, table B25040, and 2015 from 2011-2015
American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, B25040)
6

This table uses data available from the Vermont Department of Labor (VT DOL) and the Vermont Department of
Public Service (DPS) to estimate current municipal commercial establishment energy use in the municipality.
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20072008-2018. Light trucks (pick-ups, vans and sport utility vehicles), with lower fuel efficiency than
most automobiles, now comprise a larger percentage of vehicles on the road. This suggests that our
aggregate fuel efficiency is decreasing, leading to increased transport fuel consumption and fuel
emissions.
Table 9-5 represents households with vehicles, delineated by number of vehicles, and combines
Decennial Census data with American Community Survey estimates. From Table 9-5, between 1990
2000 and 2015, there was an increasea decrease in households that owned 2 vehicles (41% in 1990 to(
43% in 2015) and no estimated change for households that own 3 or more vehicles. Surprisingly, the
number of households that do not own a vehicle increased from 2% in 1990 4% in 2000 to 6% in 2015.

0 Vehicles
1 Vehicle
2 Vehicles
3+ Vehicles

1990
2%
38%
41%
19%

Table 9-57
Waitsfield Households by Number of Vehicles
2000
2010
2015 Estimate8
30
4%
39
5%
44
6%
245
33%
287
36%
250
33%
349
48%
360
45%
339
43%
110
15%
110
14%
153
19%

As of 2015, there were 1,387 total vehicles registered to addresses in Waitsfield (Table 9-6). Using
statewide averages, these vehicles travelled a total of 17,337,500 miles and the cost of gasoline to fuel
these miles totaled $2,153,206.00. This means that residents who own vehicles are paying $1,552.42 per
vehicle annually in gasoline costs alone. AAA estimates that beyond the price of fuel, cars cost well over
$8,000.00 per year to own and maintain. A major way residents that Waitsfield could save money is in
cutting down usage of their vehicles.

7

Source: US Census (2000 from US Census, 2010 from American Community Survey, table DP04, and 2015 from
2011-2015 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, table DP04444
8

The “2015 Estimates” column comes from the American Community Survey data, which has a high margin of
error, and caution should be used when planning with this data in mind.
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Table 9-69
Current Transportation Energy Use
Transportation Data
Municipal Data
Total # of Vehicles (ACS 2011-2015, DP04)
Average Miles per Vehicle per Year (Vtrans)
Total Miles Traveled per Year
Average Gallons Used per Vehicle per Year (VTrans)
Total Gallons Use per Year
Transportation BTUs (Billion)
Average Cost per Gallon of Gasoline (RPC)
Gasoline Cost per Year

1,387
12,500
17,337,500
576
932,124
112
2.31
$2,153,206.00

Table 9-7 shows that the overwhelming majority of employed town residents (71%) commute to work
alone – and that the number of single drivers has increased steadily since 1980, while the number of
local carpoolers has declined. The average estimated commute time for Waitsfield workers is now
around 21 minutes (American Community Survey, 2005-09). There are few alternatives available; public
transit serving the Mad River Valley runs only during winter months. Travel between home and work
accounts for a significant portion of local transportation energy consumption—a characteristic of most
rural communities in the United States. Given rising fuels prices, this also suggests that transportation
costs represent a significant and increasing burden to many local households.

Work At Home
Drove Alone
Carpool
Transit
Walk
Other

Table 9-710
Mode of Travel to Work for Waitsfield Residents
1990
2000
2010
107
13%
100
10%
107
11%
577
71%
723
74%
769
76%
90
11%
104
11%
65
6%
8
1%
0
0%
17
2%
27
3%
40
4%
37
4%
3
0%
10
1%
12
1%

2015 Estimate
160
15%
746
71%
86
8%
0
0%
44
4%
8
1%

9.C Energy Efficiency & Conservation
Energy conservation, by reducing energy consumption, increases available energy supplies. The state’s
energy conservation efforts in recent years have very successfully focused on demand side management
to increase energy efficiency and reduce overall energy demand.
Efficiency Vermont, the state’s energy efficiency utility, offers a number of programs and financial
incentives for local government, businesses and residents to increase energy efficiencies and reduce
energy costs. The state has also enacted energy efficiencybuilding energy standards for commercial and
9

This table uses data from the American Community Survey (ACS) and Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans)
to calculate current transportation energy use and energy costs.
10

Source: US Census (2010 from American Community Survey and 2011-2015 American Community Survey 5-Year
Estimates)
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residential new construction that are administered through the Vermont Department of Public Service.
However, it is important to note that the Town of Waitsfield is responsible for requiring builders to
complete a certification of compliance with the state building energy standards.
The need for energy efficiency and conservation is also recognized locally. Widespread participation by
local residents in the 2009 Vermont Community Energy Mobilization pilot project helped bring energy
efficiency improvements and direct savings to almost seventy Mad River Valley homes. The all-volunteer
project brought together dozens of local volunteers and was supported by free products, training and
other resources provided by Efficiency Vermont.
Waitsfield has an Energy Coordinator and historically has had an Energy Committee, appointed in 2007,
who have contributed significantly to local energy efficiency, renewable energy and electrification of
transportation and conservation efforts. With the support of the Select Board, town staff and other
parties, the Energy Committee Coordinator is responsible for supporting the addressing assessment of
energy efficiency needs opportunities in municipal buildings. Comprehensive energy audits of the Joslin
Memorial Library, the General Wait House, and the Waitsfield/Fayston Fire Station led to energy-saving
improvements at all three buildings. Re-insulation of the library attic, primarily funded by a Vermont
Community Climate Change Grant, greatly diminished heat loss in that building. Energy Efficiency &
Conservation Block Grants in excess of $60,000, secured in 2010 through the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act, funded energy retrofit projects at the Town garage, fire station, and General Wait
House.
The Town, in 2011, voted to establish its own energy reserve fund, with an initial allocation of $5000, for
future municipal energy efficiency and renewable energy projects. Prior to this, energy retrofits included
in the capital budget were funded through annual operating funds.

9.D Renewable Energy
The potential for renewable energy resources in Waitsfield include woody biomass, wind, solar and
hydropower. As a result of rising fuel prices, new technologies, and the ability of utility customers to sell
excess power back to the grid via net metering, renewable energy systems have become more
economically viable. Federal and state subsidies, including tariffs and tax credits, allow renewable
energy projects to better compete with heavily subsidized fossil fuel and nuclear energy development.
Table 9-8 shows the current generation from renewable sources in Waitsfield. Table 9-8 excludes
information on biomass and other renewable generation sources. Central Vermont Regional Planning
Commission did not provide municipalities this information when distributing the data used in this plan.
In 2016, there were no electricity-generating biomass facilities in Waitsfield. Biomass primarily has been
used as space heating and therefore is not included in this table. Other generation may include sources
such as geothermal, however these sources were difficult to estimate and were excluded from the table.
Below find a description of each of the renewable fuels.
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Commented [WP1]: At their 5/19 PC meeting, it was
requested that the Selectboard weigh in on the Energy
Committee before the draft is finalized. This will go to the
Selectboard on 6/8.

Renewable Type
Solar
Wind
Hydro
Total Existing Generation

Table 9-811
2018 Current Renewable Generation
MW
1.486
0.00
0.00
1.486

MWh
1,796
0.00
0.00
1,796

Biomass. For much of Waitsfield’s history, wood was the principal local source of household heat.
Although only 10% of local households currently use wood as their primary heating source, it remains a
relatively low cost alternative to fuel oil and natural gas. There is increased interest statewide in using
woody biomass – including wood chips and pellets made from low grade wood and sawmill waste – for
heating, electricity, and combined heat and power applications. There is currently one woodchip/pellet
supplier in town.
Waitsfield also has a large amount of forested land which, under effective management, could provide a
sustainable source of energy in the future. The Biomass Energy Resource Center has estimated the net
available low grade (NALG) wood supply that can be sustainably harvested for each town in Vermont,
using a model developed with the Department of Forests Parks and Recreation and the Vermont Center
for Geographic Information. Under this model Waitsfield’s “woodshed” was mapped at 7,325 acres,
which could generate up to 18,000 green tons of low grade wood annually, with moderate harvesting on
public land and little harvesting on private parcels less than 50 acres. This yield could potentially
generate 126,000 BTU of thermal heat or 9,000 MWh of electricity annually. A harvest of this size would
translate into approximately 12,000 cords of wood assuming an average density of 3000 pounds (1.5
tons) per cord.”
The Community Biomass Project, a three-year research project of the University of Vermont, Vermont
Family Forests, and the Northern Forest Alliance, conducted a more detailed analysis of potential woody
biomass production in five Mad River Valley towns, including Waitsfield. According to project studies,
the Town’s total reported annual harvest of cordwood from 2005 through 2008 was 861 cords – an
average of 215 cords (or 517 green tons) annually—representing 10% or less of annual low-grade wood
production. Related modeling more conservatively estimated that the five Mad River Valley towns could
sustainably generate between 23,000 and 50,000 green tons of low quality wood per year (2009
Community Biomass Project wood harvest and assessment reports).
Extensive harvesting, if not properly managed, can lead to environmental degradation and decreased
forest health through nutrient loss, increased storm water runoff and soil erosion, stream
sedimentation, water pollution, habitat loss, and the reduction in quality of the Mad River Valley’s
scenic viewshed. Woodlot management, and adherence to accepted state management practices for
logging operations, reduce the adverse impacts of harvesting, and can enhance the capacity of local
forests to meet a variety of community and landowner objectives.

11

Table shows existing renewable generation in the municipality, in MW and MWh, based on information available
from the Vermont Department of Public Service. See more online at the Vermont Community Energy Dashboard.
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Recent study findings assess the Mad River Valley’s woody biomass resource—i.e., firewood, chips, and
pellet material—as distinct from timber saw logs. The data gathered will help the Town and
communities throughout the region better manage this resource should the demand for local woody
biomass increase. Several Washington County schools, including Harwood Union High School, have
transitioned to wood (chip or pellet) heating systems under Vermont’s “Fuels for Schools” program.
Automated wood-fired systems are proving to be an affordable heating alternative to conventional
systems in such settings.
Other potential, but more limited, sources of biomass energy include waste vegetable oil from local
restaurants, grass and oil seed production. It is estimated that the 2,000 acres of agricultural soil in town
best suited for canola, soybean and sunflower oil production could yield more than 100,000 gallons of
oil annually (Vermont Renewable Energy Atlas).
Hydropower. The Mad River and its tributaries once supplied water power for Waitsfield’s earliest
industries. Today these industries are gone, and while a hydro facility still exists downstream in
Moretown, none currently operate in town.
There may be potential in the Town for small scale “micro-hydro” development that supplies individual
users, but the Mad River lacks the deep gorges and falls that are necessary to support larger,
commercial operations. Also, while hydropower is often cited as a clean energy source, the
environmental impacts of dam construction, operation and management—including the effects of
changing water levels on river flow, stream habitat, water quality, and adjoining riparian areas—are not
as benign as once thought and are given greater consideration in state and federal dam licensing
proceedings.
Solar. The contribution of solar energy to Waitsfield’s total energy supply is growing. More structures
are being sited, oriented and designed to incorporate passive solar construction techniques for space
heating and natural lighting. Passive solar building design and solar thermal heating systems can
significantly increase energy efficiencies and reduce costs. Until recently, the upfront costs of solar
photovoltaic (PV) systems were generally too costly for the average homeowner, but emerging
technologies, rapidly declining prices and state, federal and utility incentives have made grid connected
net-metered PV systems more affordable.
As of July 2011 October 2019, the PUC had issued certificates of public good for 21 89 net-metered solar
PV installations in Waitsfield, ranging in capacity from 2.5 to 142 kW, with a total reported generating
capacity of 392 1486 kW. This includes a certificate issued in 2010 (CPG NM-1133) for athe 72.28102 kW
municipal system that was to be installed at the Town garage property on Tremblay Road in 2015 as a
group net-metered system, but did not go forward for a number of reasons, including changes to
proposed power purchase agreements. The Energy Committee, who worked diligently on this project,
continues to support a municipal renewable energy installation that will help offset energy costs.
Providing renewable energy credits to the Town of Waitsfield and Waitsfield Elementary School
buildings.
Technological advances, including the incorporation of photovoltaic components in roofing and siding
materials, may make solar power an even more viable source of electricity in the near future. An initial
GIS analysis done for the Vermont Renewable Energy Atlas identified 968 building sites in Waitsfield that
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are potentially suitable for roof-mounted solar arrays and 687 acres that may be suitable for groundmount solar (Vermont Renewable Energy Access).
The siting of some existing solar installations, particularly along Route 100 (the federally designated Mad
River Byway) has raised concerns about the impacts that such facilities can have on the Town’s scenic,
historic, and agricultural resources. As a result, the Planning Commission has developed community
siting standards, for consideration by the municipality and the PUC, that are intended to avoid and
mitigate potential impacts of facility development, while promoting new installations in appropriate
locations.
Wind Power. Wind power, like hydro and solar power, is a low-emission energy source that is not
depleted with use. Several years ago, the Vermont Department of Public Service conducted a statewide
wind resource assessment, including the mapping of Vermont’s most favorable wind resource areas. The
optimum sites for large, commercial wind are high elevation areas with steady, moderate to high winds
(14.5+ mph), in proximity to access roads and transmission lines. The report states that the two
potential sites for wind development are in the Northfield Range near the transmission line and, based
on wind speeds, in the Green Mountain Range to the west.
As a result of recent improvements in turbine technology and federal subsidies designed to offset
purchase and installation costs, wind power is now receiving a significant amount of attention both
locally and statewide for utility (commercial) and smaller-scale (up to 500 kW) net-metered electrical
generation. Large, commercial wind power has received greater attention in Waitsfield as a result of a
preliminary proposal by a private wind developer exploring the viability of installing a series of wind
turbines along the Northfield Ridge.
Waitsfield residents have expressed significant concerns regarding wind power’s potential visual, health,
environmental, and economic impacts. Wind development at the size, scale, and extent of the
conceptual proposal for the Northfield Range highlight these concerns that the character of the Town
would change dramatically with the installation of industrial wind turbines along the Town’s ridgelines.
In response to these concerns, the Planning Commission has developed the Waitsfield Community
Standards (see 9.G) for siting renewable energy projects. These standards are for municipal and PUC
consideration and specifically exclude wind and solar facility development at elevations over 1700 feet
(the Forest Reserve District), consistent with long-established policies to limit all new development in
high elevation areas.

9.E Energy Programs & Initiatives
Efficiency Vermont. Created by the PUC in 1999, Efficiency Vermont is the first statewide energy
efficiency utility in the nation. Energy conservation programs are financed by the state’s electric utilities
through an energy efficiency charge that is passed on to ratepayers.
Current programs available to Waitsfield residents and businesses include:
-

Efficient Products—eEnergy efficient product information and discount coupons.
Vermont Energy Star ® Homes Program—technical assistance and rebates to homebuilders and
buyers who build energy efficient homes.
Commercial Energy Opportunities—Ttechnical and financial assistance to commercial and
industrial businesses to improve the efficiency of existing and new facilities.
14
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-

-

Dairy Farm Program—technical Technical assistance, financial incentives and low-interest
financing for energy efficient farm equipment.
Residential Energy Efficiency Program (REEP)—Ttechnical and financial assistance to developers,
owners and managers of low-income multi-family housing to reduce energy costs.
Income-Eligible Services—Ttechnical and financial assistance to low-income Vermonters who
are participating in the state’s weatherization program to make additional electricity-saving
improvements.
Emerging Market Initiatives Program—Iidentifies, evaluates and tests innovative energy
efficiency technologies and practices to promote their use.

Table 9-912
Residential and Commercial Efficiency and Weatherization Targets
2025
2035
Residential – Increased Efficiency and
Conservation (% of municipal households to be
20%
42%
weatherized)
Commercial - Increased Efficiency and
Conservation (% of commercial establishments
22%
33%
to be weatherized)

2050
92%

61%

Energy Assistance Programs. Rising energy costs are a particular burden for individuals, households and
homeowners with limited or fixed incomes. A number of energy assistance programs are available to
income-eligible households; most are administered through the Central Vermont Community Action
Council in partnership with state and federal agencies and area utilities. These include, but may not be
limited to:
-

-

Fuel and utility assistance programs—to help pay for seasonal and emergency heating fuel
supplies and electrical service. Heating programs rely heavily on federal Low Income Home
Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) appropriations. Emergency funds are also available through
state-funded general assistance programs.
WARMTH program—a statewide program that raises emergency funds through individual
donations to assist households through direct payments to fuel suppliers and electric utilities.
Weatherization assistance programs—available to owners or renters (with landlord
participation) including free energy audits, free lighting and appliance upgrades, and renovation
services. These programs are funded through federal weatherization programs, the state’s
weatherization trust fund, and utility assistance programs. Federal funding for both fuel
assistance programs and the community action agencies that administer these programs is at
risk under current federal budget proposals. State and local government may be called on in the

12

This table displays targets for thermal efficiency for structures based on a methodology developed by DPS using
data available from the regional Long-range Energy Alternatives Planning (LEAP) analysis and ACS. The data in this
table represents the percentage of municipal households and commercial buildings that will need to be weatherized
by the target years, and is cumulative. For example, the 92% figure for residential in 2050 means that by 2050, 92%
of all residences should be weatherized.
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-

very near future to fill funding gaps, or to find other innovative ways to address the energy
needs of local households. Capstone Community Action recently established an outreach office
in the Mad River Valley to support local needs for weatherization.
The Mad River Valley Community Fund – Fuel Emergency Fund – a local organization to support
neighbor to neighbor assistance with short term emergency funding needs including for heating
costs.

Table 9-10 presents targets for Waitsfield regarding improvements in electricity efficiency and
conservation across all three (transportation, thermal, and electrical) sectors. These percentages reflect
overall electrical efficiency in Waitsfield, regardless of structures. For example, by 2035, Waitsfield’s
electrical systems should be 7.3% more efficient. This will allow for the increased MWh consumed
(through increased electrification of heat and transportation).
Table 9-1013
Electric Efficiency Targets
2025
Increase Efficiency and Conservation
1.5%

2035
7.3%

2050
15.2%

Table 9-11 presents targets for thermal fuel switching in Waitsfield. Two primary options exist for the
purposes of this plan: new efficient wood heat systems and cold-climate heat pumps. In the data
provided by the State and Central Vermont Regional Planning Commission, cold-climate heat pumps will
be more utilized in 2050 due to their electrical use (ideally be utilizing 90% renewable energy from the
grid). However, efficient wood heat systems may be more economically viable for some populations,
and be more reliable at times. The Town of Waitsfield supports both of these thermal fuel-switching
options.
Table 9-1114
Thermal Fuel-Switching Targets
2025
New Heat Pumps (in units)
76
New Efficient Wood Heat Systems (in
10
units)

2035
201

2050
375

16

57

Transportation. Limited transportation alternatives exist that allow Waitsfield residents to become less
dependent on motor vehicles to get around. Since most of the Town’s energy use is related to
transportation fuel consumption, every effort should be made locally to promote ride sharing,
alternative modes of transportation, and less auto-oriented patterns of development.
13

Data in this table displays a target for increased electricity efficiency and conservation during the target years.
These targets were developed using regional LEAP analysis. No baseline data is available for this target.
Percentages in this table are cumulative.
14

This table provides a target for new heat pump systems and new efficient wood heat systems for residential and
commercial structures in the municipality for each target year. This target was calculated using data from LEAP and
ACS. Baseline data provided by Efficiency Vermont. This data is cumulative. For example, by 2025, there should be
76 total heat pumps. By 2035, there should be 201 total heat pumps, an increase of 125 from 2025
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A Multi Modal Transportation Plan includes walking paths, bike paths and ride sharing as well as better
access public transportation. There has been considerable effort in Waitsfield to provide alternatives to
the automobile for local trips. Extensions to the Mad River Path network, sidewalk projects along Route
100, the incorporation of bike lanes in planned road upgrades, and participation in the Safe Routes to
School with Waitsfield Elementary School provide walking and biking. The Waitsfield Senior Center and
the Interfaith Council run a ride share and volunteer program for seniors and any resident needing
transportation to medical appointments. The development of a park and ride that also could serve as a
transit spot could help provide rides and facilitate carpooling for destinations within and beyond the
Mad River Valley.
There has been considerable effort in the Mad River Valley to provide alternatives to the automobile for
local trips, including extensions of the Mad River Path network, sidewalk projects along Route 100, the
incorporation of bike lanes in planned road upgrades, and participation in the Safe Routes to Schools
program. A local rideshare and volunteer driver program, and the development a centrally located parkand-ride facility that also serves as a transit stop, could help provide rides and facilitate carpooling for
destinations within and beyond The Valley. Go Vermont, administered through the Vermont Agency of
Transportation, provides state and local information on car-pooling, ride sharing, van-pooling, and
special public transportation needs, as described in more detail in Chapter 8 (Transportation).
Table 9-12 presents the goals for transportation fuel-switching from gasoline and diesel vehicles to
electric and biodiesel vehicles. It is important to note that the LEAP projection assumes Waitsfield will
have 2,267 vehicles in 2050 – an increase of 880 vehicles from 2015 estimates. These outcomes are
predicated on the availability of additional electricity that has been obtained in an environmentally
friendly manner.

Electric Vehicles
Biodiesel Vehicles

Table 9-1215
Transportation Fuel-Switching Targets
2025
2035
119
823
208
385

2050
1,643
624

Land Use & Development Patterns. Compact, mixed-use development, as envisioned for Irasville, can
reduce reliance on the automobile, vehicle miles traveled, and inherent system energy costs—including
energy costs associated with maintaining roads and related infrastructure. Targeting economic and
residential growth within areas intended for more concentrated development allows people to walk to
their destinations, and makes public transit services between growth centers more economically
feasible.

15

This tables displays a target for switching from fossil fuel based vehicles (gasoline and diesel) to electric and
biodiesel vehicles. This target is calculated by using LEAP and ACS data. This data is cumulative.
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Commented [WP2]: Language provided by Alice – still to
be reviewed by the PC

At the site level, a south facing building orientation and landscaping can effectively reduce energy
demand. Clustering, and other energy efficient development patterns can be encouraged and/or
required through local zoning and subdivision regulations.
Buildings & Equipment. In addition to energy codes for new residential, commercial and public buildings,
there are a number of other programs offered by the state to promote municipal energy efficiency and
the use of renewable energy resources, such as the School Energy Management Program and programs
that support the conversion of school heating systems to wood-burning systems.
Municipal energy savings can continue to be realized through regular energy audits of municipal
buildings and the use of “life cycle costing” practices that incorporate long-term energy savings in the
fiscal analysis of facility construction and equipment purchases. Such costing methods often
demonstrate that long-term energy savings more than offset the higher initial purchase or construction
cost of energy-efficient equipment and building improvements. The Town’s new energy reserve fund
will help cover the cost, and leverage other funds, for planned improvement projects.
Residential and commercial development that exceeds minimum state requirements can also be
encouraged though incentives offered under local zoning and subdivision regulations and local energy
assistance programs.
Renewable Energy. In addition to the rapid adoption of residential and business solar PV systems,
Waitsfield’s town solar array and another communityWaitsfield residents approved a motion in 2010 to
solicit bids for a solar installation designed to meet the electricity requirements of town-owned
properties. The Town was not able to take advantage of this opportunity but, with the support of town
voters and the Town’s Energy Committee, will continue to pursue the installation of one or more
municipal renewable energy systems to help offset municipal energy costs. The Town’s energy reserve
fund can also be used for this purpose.
Recent discussions about alternative energy have also generated initial support for a communitybased,Owned, group net-metered “solar orchards” as one way tohave significantly increased the Town’s
capacity for local energy generation while addressing the visual impacts that typically accompany both
large-scale and distributed power generation projects. The intent of the community-based system is to
is to identify one or more parcels of land that could serve as primary locations for the bulk of solar
power development in the community. This would offer landowners within environmentally sensitive
areas, along scenic corridors, or with parcels that are too small or without access to enough sunlight, a
chance to develop solar power resources while minimizing impacts on natural resources, neighboring
property owners, or the community at large.
Green Mountain Power (GMP) additionally has a goal of reaching 100% carbon-free resources by 2025
and 100% renewable energy by 2030. The town should work with GMP to determine how best to
facilitate reaching their goal.
Identifying additional appropriate locations poses significant challenges that will necessarily requires
community engagement and a long-term vision that is compatible with the type and location of
development called for in the Town Plan.
As part of the enhanced energy planning process, the Central Vermont Regional Planning Commission
provided Waitsfield with maps and data regarding the potential renewable energy generation in
18
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Waitsfield. Tables 9-13 and 9-14 provide an overview of the renewable energy use across the sectors of
electricity, heating, and transportation. These targets seek to achieve the State’s 2050 goal (i.e., 90%
renewable), and present benchmarks at 2025 and 2035. This data suggests that by 2025, significant
progress could be made on renewable heating use, but most of the progress regarding renewable
transportation may take place between 2035 and 2050.

Table 9-1316
Renewable Electricity Use Targets
2019
2025
Renewable Energy Use – Electricity (MWh)
1,796
2,765

2035
4,425

Table 9-1417
Renewable Energy Use in Transportation and Heating Sectors Targets
2025
2035
Renewable Energy Use - Transportation
9.6%
31.3%
Renewable Energy Use - Heating
55.5%
68.0%

2050
11,063

2050
90.2%
91.3%

The attached maps provide context for the data found in Table 9-15. These maps and data show the
overall potential for renewable energy generation in Waitsfield. When reviewing this data, one must
remember that the State goal is 11,063 MWh by 2050 (see Table 15). Rooftop solar would satisfy 20% of
this goal, and only 3% of all potential ground-mounted solar could (beyond the generation of 1,796
MWh in 2018) to satisfy this goal. Thoughtfully-sited solar, on rooftops and on-ground, would allow the
Town to meet the State’s goal.
Using Department of Public Service figures, 11,063 MWh of energy translates to 9.021 MW of installed
capacity. Solar siting guidelines dictate 8 acres per installed MW, but DPS guidance suggests planning for
60 acres per installed MW considering that not all private landowners will want solar on their land.
Using the 8 acres guideline, Waitsfield would need at least 72 acres to be available for solar production.
Considering Waitsfield’s land area of 17,216 acres, 72 acres of solar would require 0.42% of land.

16

This data displays targets for MWh generation coming from renewable sources within the municipality during
each target year. This data was developed using information from the regional planning commission and DPS. This
data is the same as the data in Table 9-16. 2019 baseline data provided by the Vermont Community Energy
Dashboard.
17
This data displays targets for the percentage of transportation energy use and thermal energy use coming from
renewable sources during each target year. This data was developed using the LEAP analysis. Baseline data is not
available.
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Table 9-1518
Potential Renewable Energy Generation
Renewable Type
Rooftop Solar
Ground-mounted Solar
Wind
Hydro
Biomass and Methane
Other
Total Renewable Generation Potential

MW
1.87
286.57
769.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1,057.44

Table 9-1619
Renewable Energy Generation Targets
2019
2025
Total Renewable Generation Target (in MWh)
1,796
2,765

MWh
2,292
351,451
2,357,754
0
0
0
2,711,497

2035
4,425

2050
11,063

Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) Program. In 2011, Waitsfield residents authorized the Town to
establish a Property Assessed Clean Energy program that will provide low-cost loans to local
homeowners for efficiency improvements and renewable energy system installations, to be repaid over
time through an annual assessment on the property tax bill.
Waitsfield residents reaffirmed this authorization with a subsequent vote at Town Meeting. As enacted
by the state, this program is expected to get underway in 2012, to be administered by the Town in
association with Efficiency Vermont (operated by the Vermont Energy Investment Corporation).

9.F Facility Siting & Development
Energy generation and transmission systems that are linked to the electrical grid are preempted from
local land use regulation. They are instead regulated by the PUC under 30 V.S.A. Section 248 (Section
248 review). These include net metered distributed energy installations, as well more commercial,

18

Renewable generation potential is based on mapping completed by the regional planning commission that is
based on the Municipal Determination Standards and associated guidance documents developed by DPS. The
renewable generation potential is expressed in MW and MWh by the type of renewable resource (solar, wind,
hydro, etc.).
19
Renewable generation targets for municipalities were developed by the regional planning commission. 2019
baseline data provided by the Vermont Community Energy Dashboard.
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utility-scale generation, transmission and distribution facilities. The PUC must consider project
conformance with municipal and regional plans prior to issuing a Certificate of Public Good.

When conducting a review of net-metering energy generation projects under 500 kW, the State may
choose to designate the project as a “preferred site” pending municipal feedback. A preferred site is a
site either identified by the municipality in a plan or recognized by the municipality’s governing body. If
a site is designated as preferred, the project is eligible for certain rate adjustors that may make
investment more attractive. Further, any site that is net-metering and above 150 kW in capacity must be
built on a preferred site. The following sites are designated as “preferred” by the State:
•
•
•
•
•

Parking lots (including gravel, by Waitsfield Planning Commission recommendation)
Gravel Pits
Brownfield Sites
Landfills
Rooftop Installations

Likewise, the State and the Central Vermont Regional Planning Commission have designated certain
areas as unsuitable for energy development. These areas are places where development of a renewable
resource is very limited and therefore is not likely to occur. The State’s list of known constraints include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vernal Pools (confirmed and unconfirmed)
River Corridors as identified by the Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation
Federal Emergency Management Agency Identified Floodways
State Significant Natural Communities and Rare, Threatened, or Endangered Species
National Wilderness Areas
Class I and Class II Wetlands (as noted in the Vermont State Wetlands Inventory or Advisory
Layers)
Regionally or Locally Identified Critical Resources.

The State has also created a list of possible constraints. These constraints identify areas where
additional analysis will need to occur in order to determine if development of renewable energy
resources is appropriate. In some cases, conditions may be prohibitive, but in others the conditions may
be suitable. The possible constraints include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agricultural Soils
Federal Emergency Management Agency Special Flood Hazard Areas
Protected Lands (State fee lands and private conservation lands)
Act 250 Agricultural Soil Mitigation Areas
Deer Wintering Areas
Vermont Agency of Natural Resources Conservation Design Highest Priority Forest Blocks.
Hydric Soils
Regional or Locally Identified Resources

The Central Vermont Regional Planning Commission, in their 2018 Regional Plan amendment, identified
the following possible constraints beyond the State’s recommendation:
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•
•
•
•

Elevations above 2,500 feet
Slopes greater than 25%
Municipally Owned Lands
Lakeshore Protection Buffer Areas of 250 feet

Waitsfield, in their 2012 Town Plan, developed siting criteria for renewable energy projects within the
municipality to be applied by the PUC. By attaining an affirmative declaration of energy compliance from
the regional planning commission, this language will be given substantial deference in Section 248
proceedings. The language of this section (9.G) has been modified in the 2019 drafting update, but is not
a significant departure from its original intent.
Green Mountain Power has also developed a Solar Map to visually identify the capacity of local utility
distribution systems to handle additional interconnections. In March 2020 GMP’s Solar Map identifies
Waitsfield as “Due to system limitations, interconnections on this circuit may experience higher costs
and delayed interconnections.” It is not clear if the planned Irasville substation upgrade in 2021 would
support Waitsfield’s plan for accelerated build out of renewables or pose a barrier.
Municipal Participation. The Town does not have statutory party status in PUC (Section 248)
proceedings, but does receive notice of most applications (petitions) before the board. The Town may
participate informally by providing comments on a proposed project, or request more formal status as
an intervenor with rights to participate and appeal. Town participation in the state’s review process,
based on adopted community standards under this plan, is the best way to ensure that local
conservation and development objectives are considered and weighed by the Public Utility Commission.
The Planning Commission has developed specific community standards for energy facility siting and
development in Waitsfield, below in Section 9.G, that are to be considered in the municipal review of
applications before the PUC, in crafting local regulations for off-grid facilities, and in the siting and
development of municipal and community-supported generation facilities.

9.G Waitsfield Community Standards
Purpose. The purpose of these municipal energy policies is to promote the development of renewable
energy resources and energy facilities in the Town of Waitsfield, while limiting the adverse impacts of
such development on public health, safety and welfare, the Town’s historic and planned pattern of
development, environmentally sensitive areas, and our most highly-valued natural, cultural and scenic
resources – consistent with related development, resource protection and land conservation policies
included elsewhere in this plan. These policies are to be considered in undertaking municipal energy
projects and programs, in updating the Town’s land use regulations to address renewable energy
development, and in the review of new or upgraded energy facilities and systems by the Town and the
Public Utility Commission under 30 V.S.A. § 248.
General Standards. The Town will consider supporting the following types of energy development, in
order of priority:
-

Increased system capacity through state, utility and municipally-supported energy efficiency and
conservation programs.
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-

-

Individual and group net-metered renewable energy projects, community-based projects, and
other small-scale distributed renewable energy systems serving individual users, in appropriate,
context-sensitive locations
In-place upgrades of existing facilities, including existing transmission lines, distribution lines and
substations as needed to serve the Town and region.
New community-scale energy facilities, including new transmission and distribution lines,
substations, hydro dams, wind and solar farms, co-generation facilities and biomass plants that
are designed to meet the expected needs of the Mad River Valley communities

To the extent physically and functionally feasible, existing utility systems, including transmission lines,
distribution lines and substations, shall be upgraded or expanded on site or within existing utility
corridors before new facilities or corridors are considered.
The Town of Waitsfield will endorse or permit the development and installation of energy facilities that
conform to community energy facility development and siting standards through participation in PUC
(Section 248) proceedings or, where applicable, through local financing and incentive programs and
regulations.
Public Health and Safety Standards
Use Classification. A small net-metered or off-grid renewable energy facility, including a solar array,
small wind facility or combined system intended solely to serve an individual residence or business, will
be considered an accessory structure allowed in all zoning districts in which structures are allowed.
Height. Zoning district height limitations under local bylaws, where applicable, should be waived for
renewable energy facilities, as enabled under 24 V.S.A. § 4414.
-

The maximum tower height for net-metered, or similar off-grid wind energy facility shall not (a)
exceed 120 feet in total height, as measured vertically from the ground to the rotor blade tip at
its highest point, or (b) extend in total height more than 30 feet above the existing tree canopy
or other obstructions within 300 feet of the tower, whichever is greater.

Setbacks. Except for transmission and distribution lines and utility connections, all energy facilities –
including substations, commercial, utility and net-metered generation facilities and accessory structures
– must meet minimum setback requirements for the zoning district(s) in which they are located. In
addition:
-

-

All ground-mounted wind energy facilities must be setback at least 1.5 times the total facility
height, as measured vertically from the ground to the rotor blade tip at its highest point, from all
property lines, occupied buildings on adjoining properties, overhead utility lines, public and
private rights-of-way and established trail corridors, unless easements are secured from
adjoining property owners.
Guy wires used to support wind towers are exempt from minimum district setback
requirements, but shall be set back at least 20 feet from all property lines.
A building-mounted wind turbine or solar panel must meet minimum setback requirements for
the building on which it is mounted. The installation of a net metered or similar off-grid energy
system on a nonconforming structure will not constitute an increase in the degree or amount of
nonconformance under local regulations.
23
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-

-

Setback requirements for renewable energy facilities may be reduced by the Town, as allowed
under 24 VSA § 4414 as necessary to access a renewable energy resource, if the reduction in the
setback distance is functionally necessary for system operation, represents the minimum
necessary to allow for facility siting, and adverse impacts to adjoining properties, structures,
facilities, and uses can be avoided through structural design and orientation, landscaping and
screening, the use of glare and noise reduction techniques, or other accepted mitigation
measures, or an easement is secured from the adjoining property owner.
Facility setback distances from property lines, or from occupied structures in existence at the
time of application, should be increased as necessary to mitigate identified public health and
safety hazards or nuisances to adjoining property owners (e.g., noise, vibration, glare,
shadowing and shadow flicker, ice throw).

Ground Clearance. The blade tip of any wind turbine shall, at its lowest point, have a ground clearance
of no less than 30 feet, as measured vertically from the ground to the tip of the rotor blade at its lowest
point.
Access. New generation facilities shall be sited in a manner that avoids or, to the greatest extent
physically feasible, minimizes the need for new and extended access roads and utility corridors.
-

-

-

Facility access should be provided from existing access roads where physically feasible, and
access roads and utility corridors should be shared, to minimize site disturbance, resource
fragmentation, the creation of additional edge habitat, and the introduction and spread of
invasive exotic species.
Identified impacts to public highways from facility construction, operation and maintenance,
including highway improvements required to accommodate the facility, shall be mitigated by
the developer.
Public access to generation and transmission facilities, including substations, must be restricted
as necessary to protect public health and safety.

Noise. Noise generated by any energy facility, including wind energy systems, shall not exceed the lesser
of (a) 45dB(A) as measured at any property line, or (b) 5 dB(A) above the ambient sound level, except
during a short-term event such as a utility outage or a severe wind storm.
Shadow Flicker. Wind energy facilities shall be sited or screened so that shadows cast by rotor blades
will not result in shadow flicker on occupied buildings located in the vicinity of the project.
Burial. Utility controls and onsite line connections shall be wireless or buried, except at the point of
connection with distribution lines.
Signs. Energy facilities and structures shall not be used for display or advertising purposes. Signs, except
for owner and manufacturer identifications and safety warnings that do not exceed one square foot, are
prohibited on all structures.
Lighting. In accordance with the Town’s dark sky policy, energy facilities, including wind and
transmission towers, are not to be artificially lighted except as necessary to meet Federal Aviation
Administration requirements.
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-

-

An Obstacle Collision Avoidance System (OCAR) as approved by the FAA shall be used to avoid
visual lighting impacts. If an OCAR cannot be approved, the FAA lighting alternative that results
in the least amount of visual disturbance, and minimizes project visibility from public roads and
vantage points, shall be incorporated in system design.
Substation lighting should be the minimum necessary for site monitoring and security, should be
cast downward, and must not result in light trespass or glare on adjoining properties.

Codes. Energy facilities must comply with all manufacturer specifications, state or industry safety and
electric codes, and utility connection requirements. Documentation of code compliance may be
required for facilities subject to municipal review.
Interference. Facility operation shall not reduce or interfere with television, radio, telemetry, or other
telecommunications signals, including public safety communications systems.
Decommissioning and Abandonment. Generation facility permits or certificates must include provisions
for system abandonment, decommissioning and site restoration including, for larger systems (e.g., >100
kW), required sureties for facility removal and site restoration.

Facility Siting Standards
Site Designation. Sites planned for or intended to accommodate planned energy facility development,
including the location of existing and planned commercial and net-metered generation facilities and
utility corridors, are to be shown on site development and subdivision plans reviewed by the Town.
-

-

Incentives (e.g., waivers, density bonuses) should be provided under local regulations for energy
efficient development, and for the incorporation of net-metered renewable energy facilities in
new development.
Waitsfield’s bylaws also should be updated to preserve solar and wind access for existing and
proposed renewable energy facilities to the extent authorized under state law.

Upland Exclusion Areas. All new energy facilities – including wind towers, transmission and distribution
lines, accessory structures and access roads – are specifically prohibited in the Forest Reserve District,
above 1,700 feet elevation, in conformance with long-standing town policies to limit all high elevation
and ridgeline development due to its undue adverse scenic and environmental impacts. Any energy
development over 1500 feet in elevation shall not result in undue adverse impacts to surface waters,
ground water and mapped source protection areas, core forest areas, inventoried wildlife habitat and
travel corridors, and mapped scenic resources.
Hazard Areas. With the exception of transmission and distribution lines, new energy facilities that are
not attached to existing or permitted structures shall not be located in:
-

-

Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHAs), including floodways and floodway fringes identified on
Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) for the Town. Any allowed facility located within these areas
must meet minimum National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) requirements, as reviewed and
permitted by the municipality or the state.
Fluvial erosion hazard areas identified on Waitsfield FEHA maps.
Very steep slopes, with natural (pre-development) grades in excess of 25%.
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Conservation Areas. Energy facilities are to be sited to avoid where physically feasible, or to otherwise
minimize encroachment and mitigate the adverse impacts of facility development on:
-

-

Surface waters, wetlands and associated setback and buffer areas, as specified for all
development under town bylaws.
Primary agricultural soils as mapped by the USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service for the
state.
Significant wildlife habitat, including core habitat areas, and travel and migratory corridors, as
identified from state inventories and data sets, local inventories, and site investigations
associated with facility development.
Onsite mitigation – e.g., through facility clustering, relocation, buffering and permanent
conservation easements – is preferred. Off-site mitigation measures should be required where
on-site mitigation is not physically feasible.

Agricultural Land and Open Space. Energy facilities, including solar arrays and other generation facilities,
transmission and distribution lines, accessory structures and access roads are to be located on nonagricultural land or along field edges to avoid fragmentation of, and to minimize and mitigate adverse
impacts to agricultural land and open fields.
Forestland. Energy facilities, including wind towers and other generation facilities, transmission and
distribution lines, accessory structures and access roads are to be located along existing tree lines, or on
otherwise disturbed forestland, as necessary to avoid the fragmentation of, and to minimize and
mitigate adverse impacts to productive timber stands and critical forest habitat.
-

Forestland intended for commercial biomass production must be sustainably managed and
harvested in a manner that preserves critical forest habitat and longterm forest health.

Visual Impacts. Applicants must demonstrate through site planning, facility siting and proposed
mitigation that the visual impacts of new and upgraded energy facilities will be minimized as outlined in
the standards set forth below:
-

-

All energy facilities and accessory structures are to be designed and constructed of materials,
colors, and textures that blend into the surrounding natural or built environment to the extent
feasible. Wind towers, turbines and blades shall be of a neutral, non-reflective and unobtrusive
color (e.g., white, off-white or gray).
Facilities are to be sited to outside of, or to the edge of scenic views or viewsheds so that they
are not a prominent focal point.
The facility should not extend above the background horizon line.
The facility should be screened from view though the use of existing topography, structures,
vegetation or strategically placed tree, shrub and ground cover plantings that do not block
distant views.

Designated Scenic Areas. The documented historic, rural and scenic character of the following areas in
the Town of Waitsfield shall be preserved under any form of new energy development. New energy
facilities sited within or as viewed from these areas shall not create a significant physical, visual, audible,
or historically incongruous or incompatible intrusion into these areas. New facilities, including
generation facilities greater than 20 kW, substations and transmission lines, are specifically prohibited
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within or as viewed from these areas unless significant associated impacts can be avoided, for example
through facility siting, screening or line burial.
-

-

Designated historic districts, including the Waitsfield Village Historic District, the Waitsfield
Commons Historic District, and the Mad River Valley Rural Resource District, which are also
listed on the National Register of Historic Places;
Town-owned conservation land, including Scrag, Wu Ledges, Austin and Tardy parcels;
Significant views within the Mad River Scenic Byway Corridor (Routes 100 and 17), a National
Scenic Byway, as identified in the byway corridor management plan; and
Views from locally designated scenic roads, as listed under Chapter 8 of the plan, or as
subsequently designated by the Waitsfield Select Board.

Historic Districts, Sites and Structures. Energy facilities, including wind systems and solar photovoltaic
(PV) or thermal panels, that are located in the Town’s three designated historic districts, or on
properties with federal or state-listed historic structures, are to be sited in accordance with current
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, and the following:
-

-

-

-

-

The historic character of listed properties and structures shall be retained and preserved. The
removal of historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property
shall be avoided.
Ground installations are preferred to roof-mounted installations on historic structures. Ground
installations, to the extent functionally-feasible, shall be installed in locations that minimize their
visibility, such as a side or rear yard, and be screened from view of public rights-of-way and
adjoining properties.
Roof-mounted systems may be placed on new construction, non-historic buildings and
additions.
Solar panels and other roof- or wall-mounted structures shall not be placed on primary building
facades, including street-facing walls or roofs, unless there is no other suitable location on the
site or structure.
Roof- or building-mounted systems on an historic structure shall not physically damage the
structure, alter its character-defining features, including existing roof lines or dormers, nor
obstruct significant architectural features such as overlaying windows or architectural detailing.
Attachment points must be minimized and allow for future system removal.
Roof-mounted Installations are to be placed below and behind parapet walls and dormers, on
rear-facing roofs, where feasible. Panels are to be mounted flush with and at the same angle as
the existing roof surface and, on flat roofs, set back from the roof edge to minimize visibility.
They should not be visible above the roofline of the primary facade. Panels and mounting
systems must be compatible in color to established roofing materials to minimize their visibility.

9.H Goals
9.H-1 Promote sustainable development in Waitsfield by reinforcing traditional land use patterns and
municipal development policies, maximizing energy conservation through weatherization of existing
structures and appropriate siting of new development, encouraging appropriate development and use
of renewable energy resources, protecting natural and cultural resources, and offering transportation
alternatives to the single-occupant vehicle.
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9.H-2 Ensure the long-term availability of safe, reliable and affordable energy supplies to meet the
needs of the Town and neighboring communities.
9.H-3 Reduce municipal energy consumption and costs, community reliance on fossil fuels and foreign
oil supplies, and greenhouse gas emissions that contribute to climate change – through increased
energy and fuel efficiency, energy conservation, and active transition to alternative fuels and renewable
energy sources.
9.H-4 Sustainably develop Waitsfield’s renewable energy resources and local distributed energy
generation capacity – including municipal and community generation and supporting smart grid
technology – consistent with adopted plan policies and community energy facility and siting standards.
9.H-5 Avoid or minimize the adverse impacts of energy development on public health, safety and
welfare, the Town’s historic and planned pattern of development, environmentally sensitive areas, and
Waitsfield’s most highly valued natural, cultural and scenic resources, consistent with adopted plan
policies and community standards for energy development, resource protection and land conservation.
9.H-6 Minimize the impacts of potential fuel shortages on emergency services, critical public functions,
and local residents and businesses.
9.H-7 Promote the future shift away from fossil fuel use for heating in residential and commercial
buildings, including promoting energy efficient systems with new construction of businesses and
homes..

9.I Policies
9.I-1 Encourage energy efficiency and conservation as primary considerations in new municipal
construction projects, equipment purchases and operations. Life cycle costing shall be used by the Town
in evaluating capital expenditures as appropriate.
9.I-2 Encourage, to the extent practical, the use of energy efficient municipal vehicles (e.g., electric,
hybrid, bio-diesel).
9.I-3 Development should be directed toward designated growth centers and the water service area and
limited discouraged in the least accessible areas of the community to minimize the need for new road
infrastructure and reliance on the private automobile.
9.I-4 Support land use and conservation policies that encourage ongoing forest management to
maintain a local source of fuel-wood.
9.I-5 Support land use and conservation policies that encourage agricultural uses on prime agricultural
soils to increase the supply of and access to locally produced food and reduce the total food transport
miles required to sustain Waitsfield families.
9.I-6 Encourage small scale and appropriately sited development of renewable energy generation,
including, but not necessarily limited to, solar panels, wind turbines and micro-hydro. Guidelines for the
development of such resources should minimize:
9.I-6.a Undue adverse visual impacts on adjacent properties, scenic corridors and Mad River Valley
viewsheds;
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9.I-6.b Forest fragmentation, environmental degradation, and habitat disruption;
9.I-6.c Impacts to sediment transport and aquatic organisms’ passage in streams; and
9.I-6.d Their use of land with prime agricultural soil.
9.I-7 Prohibit free-standing solar and all wind energy generation structures in the Forest Reserve District
above 1,700 feet elevation.

Commented [WP3]: Confirm this doesn’t conflict with
current zoning (AH & AP)

9.I-8 Continue to ensure that expansion and development activities at Sugarbush do not exceed the
current or planned capacity of local electrical supplies and transmission facilities through the
Memorandum of Understanding administered by the MRVPD.

Commented [WP4R3]: Right now public utilities are a
conditional use in the Forest Reserve District, but no height
restriction is placed on the use in the bylaws (residential
dwellings cannot exceed 1,700’ elevation)

9.I-9 Discourage the use of electricity as a primary heating source.

Commented [WP5R3]: CVRPC: “If any development is
allowed, generation cannot be prohibited entirely”
Commented [WP6R3]: Annie to check with CVRPC / legal
counsel (?) to see if there are really limitations on the
town’s ability to limit this type of development

9.I-9 Facilitate walking and cycling, as alternatives to automobile travel for local trips, by providing
adequate path, sidewalk and bike lane infrastructure connecting major commercial and residential
developments throughout the Mad River Valley.
9.I-10 Facilitate the development of a solar orchard by working with interested citizens to identify
appropriate sites and eliminate policy and legal obstacles that limit access to federal and state tax
incentives.
9.I-11 The Town – in collaboration with the Mad River Valley Planning District, the Central Vermont
Regional Planning Commission, neighboring communities, and utilities serving the Town – will
participate in long-range utility planning to ensure that adopted plan policies and community standards
are identified and considered in future energy planning and development.
9.I-12 Existing and proposed municipal policies, programs and regulations will be evaluated for their
effect on municipal energy use, and revised as needed to promote reduced energy consumption,
increased energy efficiency, and the sustainable development and use of local renewable energy
resources.
9.I-13 Energy and fuel efficiency will be primary considerations in municipal construction projects,
equipment and vehicle purchases and facility operations.
9.I-14 The Town will collaborate with the Mad River Valley Planning District, area utilities and service
providers to promote community energy literacy, and to provide information about available energy
assistance and incentive programs, state energy codes and energy system permitting.
9.I-15 The Town will develop and implement a PACE program as approved by voters in 2011, and
consider other available incentives (e.g., tax credits, property tax exemptions), to help finance or offset
the cost of eligible efficiency, weatherization or renewable energy projects
9.I-16 The Town will participate in Public Utility Commission (Section 248) review of new and upgraded
generation and transmission facilities as necessary to ensure that adopted community standards are
given due considerationsubstantial deference in proposed energy facility development. This may include
joint participation with other affected municipalities, the Mad River Valley Planning District, and the
Central Vermont Regional Planning Commission.
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9.I-17 New energy facility development within or that may affect the Town of Waitsfield must conform
to adopted community standards for energy facility siting and design (attached) to receive municipal
support or approval.
9.I-18 The Planning Commission, in association with the Energy Committee and Energy Coordinator, will
identify and map those areas of town that are suitable for the siting and development of renewable
energy facilities and resources in conformance with adopted plan policies and community standards.
9.I-19 The Town will continue to pursue local generation capacity on municipal property, and actively
assist in the planning and development of a community-based, group net-metered solar orchard facility
that conforms to adopted plan policies and community facility siting and development standards.
9.I-20 New development shall not exceed the capacity of existing and planned generation, transmission
and distribution systems. Development with high energy demand must maximize energy efficiency,
incorporate on-site generation, or undergo project phasing in relation to planned system upgrades as
necessary to mitigate anticipated service or facility impacts.
9.I-21 New development must be designed and constructed to at minimum meet state energy
standards, through site and building design, material selection and the use of energy-efficient lighting,
heating, venting and air conditioning systems. Electrical heating is strongly discouraged as a primary
heating source.
9.I-22 New development shall be located and designed to reduce transportation energy demand, vehicle
miles traveled, fossil fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.
9.I-22.a Irasville and the Waitsfield Village Residential and Commercial Districts, representing the Town’s
historic and designated growth areas, are targeted to accommodate the majority (more than 50%) of
new development, including higher density mixed use, pedestrian-friendly residential and commercial
development, to be supported by existing and planned infrastructure, sidewalks, and public transit
services. Auto-dependent sprawl outside of these districts shall be avoided.
9.I-22.b New development outside of Village Districts will be concentrated [clustered] in locations (e.g.,
hamlets, industrial parks, PUDs) that can physically support energy efficient, pedestrian-oriented
development to be served by common or shared parking areas and walkways, and accessed by existing
or planned bike lanes, public paths or transit routes.
9.I-22.c Municipal and community facilities open to the public shall be located in designated village
districts, within walking distance of the village center [or must be accessible by public transit].
9.I-22.d Local employers should provide programs or incentives for ridesharing and public transit use,
opportunities for telecommuting and teleconferencing and, where applicable, on-site employee
housing, to reduce employee vehicle miles traveled.
9.I-23 The Town will continue to work with the Mad River Valley Planning District and the Regional
Planning District, along with area transit providers to re-establish year-roundpromote increased transit
service, and to identify, plan for, and develop needed transit routes and facilities, including local parkand-ride facilities. Local rideshare or volunteer driver programs also should be considered.
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9.I-24 The Town will incorporate “complete street” principles for street design that are intended to
safely accommodate all transportation system users– including pedestrians, cyclists and transit riders as
well as motorists – in planned town highway improvements.
9.I-25 The Town will continue to collaborate with the Mad River Path Association, the Mad River Valley
Planning District, Mad River Riders, neighboring towns and local landowners to plan for, maintain and
develop an interconnected regional path network, in part to provide a transportation alternative for
Valley residents.
9.I-26 The Town, through its Energy Coordinator and/or Committee will work with the Planning District,
the Central Vermont Regional Planning Commission, and area utilities to establish the regional
infrastructure needed to support alternative fuel vehicles (e.g., charging stations), to include one or
more publicly accessible, centrally located sites in Waitsfield.
9.I-27 The Town will work in cooperation with local agencies, emergency service providers, and regional
suppliers to develop emergency contingency plans that ensure access to critical energy supplies and
measures to reduce nonessential energy consumption in the event of an abrupt energy shortage.
9.I-28 The Town will consider zoning and subdivision amendments to include standards for small on-site
renewable energy systems that are not regulated by the PUC; to promote more energy efficient types
and patterns of development; to protect access to renewable energy (e.g., solar, wind); to provide for
the incorporation of netmetered renewable energy systems in subdivision and site plan design, and to
provide incentives for energy efficient construction that exceeds minimum state standards, that
maximizes access to renewable energy resources (e.g., solar orientation), or that incorporates individual
or group net-metered renewable energy systems in subdivision design.
9.I-29 The Town will consider working with private landowners to develop Forest Management Plans to
understand the capacity of forests in Waitsfield to supply wood for heating purposes for residents.

9.J Tasks
9.J-1 Track municipal energy use and costs, and develop an overall energy budget to manage the Town’s
energy consumption, which may include the addition of local generating capacity. [Energy Coordinator,
Energy Committee]
9.J-2 Evaluate existing and proposed municipal policies and programs for their effect on municipal
energy use, and revise as needed to promote reduced energy consumption, increased energy efficiency,
and the sustainable development and use of local renewable energy resources. [Energy Coordinator,
Energy Committee]
9.J-3 Develop a strategic 5-year municipal energy action plan that more specifically guides energy
efficiency investments and improvements, and the transition to and development of renewable energy
resources. [Energy Coordinator, Energy Committee]
9.J-4 Identify and map those areas of town that are suitable for the siting and development of
renewable energy facilities and resources in conformance with adopted plan policies and community
standards. [Planning Commission, Energy Committee, Conservation Commission]
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9.J-5 Promote community energy literacy, and provide information about available energy assistance
and incentive programs, state energy codes and energy system permitting. [Energy Coordinator, Energy
Committee]
9.J-6 Maintain the Town’s energy reserve fund, and incorporate planned efficiency improvements (e.g.,
facility retrofits, renovations, and equipment upgrades) in the Town’s capital budget and program.
[Energy Committee, Planning Commission, Selectboard]
9.J-7 Implement the PACE program as approved by voters in 2011, and Cconsider other available
incentives (e.g., tax credits, property tax exemptions), to help finance or offset the cost of eligible
efficiency, weatherization and renewable energy projects. [Energy Committee, Energy Coordinator,
Selectboard]
9.J-8 Pursue local generation capacity on municipal property, and actively assist in the planning and
development of a community-based, group net-metered solar orchard facility that conforms to adopted
plan policies and community facility siting and development standards. [Energy Coordinator, Energy
Committee, Conservation Commission, Selectboard]
9.J-9 Work collaboratively to establish the regional infrastructure needed to support alternative fuel
vehicles (e.g., charging or fueling stations), to include one or more publicly accessible, centrally located
sites in Waitsfield. [Energy Coordinator, Energy Committee, Selectboard]
9.J-10 Develop procedures for municipal participation in Public Utility Commission proceedings and the
review of proposed projects for conformance with adopted community standards. [Energy Coordinator,
Planning Commission, Selectboard]
9.J-11 Amend zoning and subdivision regulations to (1) include standards for small onsite renewable
energy systems that are not regulated by the PUC; (2) promote more energy efficient types and patterns
of development; (3) protect access to renewable energy (e.g., solar, wind); (4) provide for the
incorporation of net-metered renewable energy systems in subdivision and site plan design, and (5)
provide incentives for energy efficient construction that exceeds minimum state standards, that
maximizes access to renewable energy resources (e.g., solar orientation), or that incorporates individual
or group net-metered renewable energy systems in subdivision design. [Planning Commission, Energy
Committee]
9.J-12 Explore incentives to local employers (e.g., reduce on-site parking requirements) in exchange for
programs to reduce their employees’ reliance on single occupancy vehicles for commuting (e.g., rideshare programs). [Energy Committee, Planning Commission]
9.J-13 Revise Chapter 9 (Energy) of the Town Plan to comply with the Vermont Comprehensive Energy
Plan and Regional Energy Plan
9.J-13 In conjunction with the Energy Committee, hold public meetings to inform the public of the
benefits and options available to them regarding cold-climate heat pumps and new efficient wood heat
systems as a replacement for, or supplement to, their current heating system. [Energy Committee,
Planning Commission]
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Appendix (to be added to Town Plan 2017 Appendix) 1: Maps
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